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Five minutes later, two Yin Chaoges came out. Of course, the one in front of
them who had a more shapely figure was Leng Yijun. At this moment, she had put
on the mask that Joseph. gave her. “Well, well,” Leng Yijun didn’t dare to look at
Joseph at this time. She didn’t know why, but she was feeling very complicated
and had all kinds of feelings for Joseph this time. Joseph nodded and said, “Well,
okay, then let’s prepare separately according to what we just said…Miss Leng,
please come with me.” When Joseph finished, everyone in the hall nodded. Soon
after, Wang Tianhai, Felix, and Eason took the people of the Yin family and Yin
Chaoge to the secret underground fortress, which was made of the hardest alloy
in the last one meter. Unless the other side’s Divine King level experts attacked,
it could not be broken in a short time. It was hard to break the one-meter thick
alloy when the Divine King level experts came. It was just that they would kill the
people inside. Joseph took a deep breath and walked to a specially modified
bullet-proof car outside the villa with Leng Yijun. After getting on the car, Leng
Yijun’s heartbeat was still very fast and her face was a little pale. “What’s wrong?
Are you scared?” Joseph turned his head sideways and said to Leng Yijun with a
smile. “No, no.” Leng Yijun quickly stammered. Although she said no, her body
was trembling. Joseph continued to smile and said to Leng Yijun, “Well, it’s okay.
Even if you die, I will accompany you. It’s not too dangerous outside. I’m afraid
that there are only a dozen God of Wars and hundreds of killers who are Semi
God of War.” “No, no, no, no, it can’t be!” Leng Yijun suddenly panicked when she
heard this. Her two slender and white hands tightly grasped the skirt under her,
and she was extremely scared. Joseph felt very comfortable when he saw the
fear on Leng Yijun’s face. “D*mn it, you keep testing me every day. Is it fun? Does
my strength have anything to do with you? I must teach you a lesson today.” So
Joseph continued to smile and said to Cold Memory, “Haha, haven’t you always
been curious about my real strength? Then you can see it this time and fulfill your
wish. This time, we will either die together or live together. But you must listen
to my arrangements, otherwise, don’t blame me for running away when you die.”
With a thud, Leng Yijun grabbed Joseph’s arm. Her body was shaking even harder,
and her face was even paler. Joseph looked at her faintly and said, “Hey, let go of
me. I have a wife. Isn’t it inappropriate for you to touch me like this? “Well, I, you,
no, I… “ Leng Yijun quickly let go of Joseph’s arm. She was so nervous that she
was speechless. But the next moment, before Leng Yijun could react, the smile
on Joseph’s face disappeared instantly. He became extremely cold, and then
slammed on the accelerator. In an instant, the whole car collided with the gate of
the Yin family at an extremely fast speed. The big iron gate of the Yin family was
also directly knocked out. “Ah!” Leng Yijun was finally frightened to scream. She
couldn’t suppress the fear in her heart. Just now, she actually wanted to say
something to Joseph. For example, if she died, she would ask Joseph to explain
something to her parents. But before she was ready, the man beside her had
already driven the car out in the fastest way. Just as Joseph’s car hit the gate of
the Yin family and sped away, the faces of the three killers at the level of the
God of War, who were lying in ambush outside the gate of the Yin family,
changed dramatically. Naturally, they saw Yin Chaoge, who was sitting in the
co-pilot seat, so the three of them took action in an instant.”
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Boom

After a loud noise, the back door of Joseph’s car was directly slammed open by a
God of War killer. There was a big hole. Then, the car, which weighed several
tonnes, flew more than ten meters away from the side of the road. This was
because Joseph was driving too fast. The three God of War killers attacked at the
same time, and only one hit the car. “Ah, ah, ah…” Leng Yijun, who was sitting in
the co-pilot seat, screamed with a pale face. “Shut up! Give me a count of the
number of people at the God of War level! Hurry up!” After the car landed,
Joseph stepped on the gas pedal again, and the car continued to speed. His face
was extremely cold, and he was extremely calm. Leng Yijun said to Joseph with a
pale face. Joseph nodded and did not reply. Instead, he focused on driving
forward. The speed of the car instantly soared to 300 meridians. Soon, it turned
into a shadow and disappeared at the gate of the Yin family’s villa area. At this
moment, the three God of War killers at the gate of the Yin family’s villa looked
at the direction of Joseph’s car leaving, and their faces were extremely gloomy.
“It doesn’t matter about the Yin family. Let’s focus on killing Yin Chaoge first!
Let’s chase him!” One of the killers at the peak of the God of War shouted. He
flew into a car and threw its owner out of the window. Then he stepped on the
accelerator and chased after Joseph. The other two killers at the peak of the God
of War also looked at each other, and their figures disappeared in an instant and
ran at full speed from the same place. On the road in the distance, Joseph drove
the car to the maximum speed and sped away.

after he drove away for about two kilometers, a killer at the peak of the God of
War suddenly appeared in front of the car and raised a long knife to chop at
Joseph’s car. “Sit tight!” Joseph shouted at Leng Yijun, stepped on the
accelerator again, and hit the killer who appeared in the middle of the road with
a long black-golden knife. Leng Yijun was still screaming in fear. She lowered her
head and grabbed the handle of the car. The next moment, with a loud bang, the
killer at the peak of the God of War was knocked away by Joseph. In front of
Joseph’s car, it was also cut by the other side. The windshield in front of him was
instantly broken into pieces, and white smoke began to rise from the front of the
car. Joseph frowned. Suddenly, all the glass fragments flying in front of him were
sent flying. They didn’t hurt Leng Yijun in the car. Then he continued to drive the
car with thick smoke. AfterJoseph’s car drove far away, on the street in the
distance, the killer at the peak of the God of War stood up unsteadily. With a puff,
he spat out a large mouthful of blood. He had just been hit by Joseph. He was a
Semi Divine King, but even so, he was seriously injured at this moment. However,
he did not care. He stuffed a black pill into his mouth, grabbed a car, and

continued to chase after Joseph. “How many?” Joseph shouted at Leng Yijun. He
wanted to keep in touch with Leng Yijun, otherwise, this woman would be scared
to death. And this was also a good thing for Leng Yijun. After experiencing life
and death, she would personally experience it and fight with the peak level of
the God of War. This was very beneficial for her to be promoted to the God of
War in the future. As long as she didn’t die this time, after she digested all her
experience that day, she could have a strong belief in her heart, which was to
break through the God of War level! “Four, four!” Leng Yijun replied in great
fear. But almost as soon as she finished speaking, Joseph drove another two or
three kilometers forward. Suddenly, a long knife came down from the ceiling
above her head. The long knife cut through the side of her face and cut off a
strand of her long hair. Leng Yijun was stunned, and an unknown liquid suddenly
flowed out of her seat. Just a little bit more, she would have died. Yes, if the



knife was one centimeter closer, she would die. There was also a long knife that
cut through Joseph’s right arm. At the moment, on the top of Joseph’s car, there
were two killers at the peak of the God of War level. Although Leng Yijun didn’t
know the appearance of these two people, Joseph knew it. And Joseph also knew
the position where the long knife fell. He let Leng Yijun experience the feeling of
life and death. But this woman was scared to pee. She was really scared out of
her wits. “F*ck off!” The next moment, Joseph roared and threw his palm at the
top of the car. Suddenly, the top of the car was hit by him. Yes, it was really sent
flying. Then, the two killers at the peak of the God of War on the top of the car
were also thrown out. The next moment, Joseph continued to drive ahead with
flames and smoke. Without the car roof, he drove forward as fast as he could. The
direction he drove was also calculated. He went to the wilderness in the suburbs,
and this time he was almost there. In the rolling smoke and firelight, Joseph’s
face was still very calm, without any fluctuation. This was nothing. In the past five
years, he had been in this kind of environment almost every day, wandering
between life and death. “How many of them!” Joseph continued to drive while
yelling at Leng Yijun. His voice was so loud that it directly woke Leng Yijun up. At
this moment, Leng Yijun subconsciously looked back. Then she saw the two
killers at the peak of the God of War who got up from the ground. “Six…six.”
Leng Yijun answered to Joseph with a trembling voice. The next moment, she
also saw the sudden fire in front of the car. She quickly said to Joseph. The car
was about to explode. But no matter how she shouted and how anxious she was,
the man beside her was still so calm and composed.

“Take off your seat belt! Take off your seat belt!” Joseph yelled at Leng Yijun as
he took off his seat belt. Then Leng Yijun nervously untied her seat belt, but she
was too nervous and scared to untie it. Joseph directly pulled off the seat belt on
her body. At this time, the car also rushed out of the road. In front of them was
an abandoned construction site with a huge slope i “Hold me tight!” Joseph
roared and drove for more than ten seconds. When the car was completely out of
sight, Joseph grabbed Leng Yijun’s arm and jumped up. Then he and her body
jumped into the air a few meters high. The car under him, which was burning with

thick smoke, directly rushed down to the slope and rushed to the abandoned
field full of weeds in the distance. After rushing forward dozens of meters, the
car roared and completely exploded. When Leng Yujin landed on the ground, she
stared blankly at the exploded car in front of her. She was almost scared out of
her wits.

Two seconds later, no, even if Joseph jumped out of the car a second later, she
and Joseph would have been blown up along with the car, and they would have
been smashed to pieces… At this moment, Leng Yijun was really scared to
speechless. In just a few minutes, she had experienced several life and death
experiences, and her two long le landing on the ground, she fell directly to the
ground and could not stand up. As for Joseph, he lit a cigarette and started
smoking. Two minutes later, Joseph looked into the distance and said to Leng
Yijun who was sitting on the ground, “Be awake, it’s not over yet. Or, it’s just the
beginning.” Hearing this, Leng Yijun subconsciously looked in the direction of the
breakthrough. Then she was shocked to see that ten God of War-level killers had
surrounded her and Joseph with long sabers. “Am I going to die?” At this moment,
Leng Yijun, who had always been very strong, had a drop of despair in her eyes.
Joseph smiled and said, “Oh, someone is going to die, but not us, but them.” As
soon as he finished speaking, Joseph’s momentum soared.
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“What? What?! You, what did you say?” Leng Yijun looked at Joseph in confusion,
because she felt that she and Joseph were going to die today. There were ten
experts at the God of War level below. No matter how strong Joseph was, could
he defeat ten killers at the God of War level? Even if she guessed wrongly, and
that Joseph was really at the God of War level, what could he do?

But Joseph did not wait for her to say anything and did not even look at her again.
Instead, he moved instantly and appeared in front of a Semi Divine King who was
in good condition. “How could it be possible? The D-Divine King level?” The Semi
Divine King level expert from

Team 2 in the Outer Region saw Joseph instantly appear in front of him from
more than a

ers away. He was so scared that his face changed dramatically and he retreated
wildly because he felt the aura of their leader, Bai Ye, on Joseph’s body at this
moment. “But, can you run away? Did you chase me just now?” Joseph snorted
and slapped on the forehead of the Semi Divine King-level killer with a bang. It
seemed that no matter how fast

be faster than Joseph? In an instant, his head was cracked by Joseph’s slap. The
next moment, without any hesitation, Joseph reached out his hand and grabbed
the long sword of the Semi Divine King. Then, he appeared in front of the other
Semi Divine King who was also the only left but with injuries in Team 2. “You
chopped the car just now, it was fun right?” Boom…An explosion sounded again,
and the Semi Divine King level killer was split into two from head to toe. Until the
moment of his death, the horror in his eyes had not dissipated. In just a few
seconds, the famous Team 2 in Outer Region, the two strongest under Bai Ye,
had all been killed! “Oh no, this is a trap! Let’s go! Let’s go! Let’s go!” Immediately,
the remaining eight God of War-level killers began to flee in all directions. They
had chased after Joseph before, but this time it was Joseph who was chasing
them. Even a Semi Divine King level expert could not resist one move from
Joseph! How could they, people at the peak of the God of War level, fight against
him? At this moment, even in the boundless Outer Region, the Team 2 killers,
who could run freely, were now being chased by Joseph alone like stray dogs.
“Huh? Run? Can you run away? You’d better stay here..”. Joseph sneered and
reappeared in front of the other two killers at the peak of the God of War level.
He said coldly, “Are you the two who pierced my car roof? Huh?” Without any
suspense, these two killers could only die in front of the Lord of the Dragon
Temple. “Four…four!” Leng Yijun, who was sitting on the top of the slope, didn’t
know why she began to count again at this time. Yes, it was the method that
Joseph told her in order to transfer her inner fear. But this time, she counted the
number of the dead God of War killers! The next moment, Joseph appeared in
front of the killer who broke through his car for the first time. “It was you who
broke through my car!” Boom! As Joseph brandished his sword, another God of
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War in Team 2 in the Outer Region died. Five… A number popped out of Leng
Yijun’s mouth again. Then Joseph’s figure kept flashing, and his killing intent was
rushing. The number in the mouth of the Leng Yijun was also increasing little by
little. “Six… bombard seven. Puff… one, bump. Nine.” Just as she was about to
count to 10th, she couldn’t find the 10th person. Just as she was looking around,
she suddenly felt a hint of coldness on her slender neck. The hint of coldness
entered her mind. The next moment, a streak of bright red blood flowed down
from her neck. Yes, it was her. She was held hostage by the last God of War killer,
but at this moment, Leng Yijun didn’t know why she didn’t feel scared at all. Yes,
she didn’t feel scared at all. It was as if.’ she had used up all the fear she had
accumulated for so many years when she fled with Joseph in the car. Leng Yijun
couldn’t feel any fear, but at this moment, the last God of War who had held her
hostage with a long saber felt fear. Strong as he was, who had been in the Outer
Region battlefield for many years and had killed countless people, was currently
trembling. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have hurt Leng Yijun. He might have angered
the terrifying existence in the distance even more if he hurt Leng Yijun. He
couldn’t care so much this time. He didn’t want to die. He really didn’t want to die.
Of course, when he killed others before, he didn’t care at all. But this time it was
his turn. He was really scared.

The next moment, while he was holding Leng Yijun hostage, he shouted at
Joseph, who was dozens of meters away, “Let me go! Otherwise, I will kill her!
Kill her!” The killer still thought that he had kidnapped Yin Chaoge. Joseph was
stunned for a moment. He didn’t expect that the last killer at the peak of the God
of War didn’t run away. Instead, he rushed to the side of Leng Yijun and held her
hostage. Joseph looked at him and said with a smile, “Well, well, let her go, and
I’ll let you go.” The killer shook his head and shouted in disbelief, “No, I don’t
believe it. I don’t believe that you will let me go. How could the experts of the
Frogua military let me go? There was a hint of playfulness in Joseph’s eyes. He
said with a smile, “Haha, who told you that I’m from the Frogua military? How
could you, a member of Team 2 in the Outer Region battlefield, be sure that I’m
from the Frogua military? After Joseph finished speaking, the Outer Region God
of War’s pupils suddenly contracted. Then, as if he suddenly thought of
something, he said to Joseph with a sullen face, “You, you are an expert in the
Outer Region battlefield? Wait, you look familiar?’ The next moment, the killer
suddenly widened his eyes and was shocked. His mouth was wide open. He
pointed at Joseph with his other hand and said, “I’ve seen you. You are Heaven.
Heaven.” But before he could finish his words, a long knife was inserted in his
forehead. Yes, the moment he recognized Joseph, Joseph moved and threw the
long knife in his hand. It hit his head as fast as a bullet and pierced through the
back of his head. Drip, drip, drip. The next moment, drops of warm blood dripped
down from the head of the last God of War assassin, landing on Leng Yijun’s fair
and slender thigh. “Boom!” Finally, the last killer fell back powerlessly. He was
dead. But at the last moment before his consciousness dissipated, his heart was
full of endless worry. It was about their leader, Bai Ye. Bai Ye was strong, and he
had broken through to the level of a Semi Titan. Besides those in Team 2, few
people knew about this. But this time, in the heart of this dead killer, he was still
extremely desperate. Even if their leader had broken through to Semi Titan, so
what? The man in front of him was the Lord of the Dragon Temple, who was so
arrogant in the entire Outer Region battlefield. He had killed a middle-stage
Titan level half a year ago. What about half a year later? How powerful was the
lord of the Dragon Temple? More than three years ago, he had fought with the
soldiers of the Dragon Temple led by Joseph once under the leadership of Bai Ye.
He remembered the face of Joseph. In the past, their leader was no match for



Joseph, who had just entered the Divine King Realm. But this time? He was even
more invincible. “Leader, don’t come to Usmait. Please, don’t come. This assassin
at the peak of the God of. War Level, before his consciousness dissipated, was
still praying for their leader. However, it was useless. His consciousness was
quickly wiped out in the boundless darkness. At this point, all the God of
War-level killers who came to kill Joseph and Leng Yijun were killed by Joseph in
less than minutes. However, even after the death of the last killer, Leng Yijun
still did not come to her senses, Five minutes later, Joseph came to her side again.
He lowered his head and lit a cigarette. After taking a deep breathe, he said, “I
am no longer in the Outer Region battlefield. Why should I encounter such a
thing? Team 2 in the Outer Region battlefield has been roaming the Outer
Region for many years. Without you, there will be less fun in the Outer Region.
Why bother, why did you enter the border?” Joseph smoked a cigarette, and
there was a trace of emotion in his eyes. Yes, Team 2 had existed in the Outer
Region battlefield for hundreds of years. In his eyes, it would be a pity if they
disappeared like this. It would be a lot less fu The Outer Region battlefield, of
course, was a place where all the countries and top forces in the world gathered.
Every day, there were countless new generations rising all the way, and their
names were famous, but there were also the continuous deaths of the older
generation. Team 2 in the Outer Region had existed in the Outer Region
battlefield for hundreds of years.But this time, they disappeared just like that,
which really made people sigh with emotion. At this moment, Joseph also hoped
that Bai Ye would not enter the border again. It was better for him to rebuild
Team 2 in the Outer Region battlefield. Because if he dared to come to Usmait
this time, and took action, he would be sentenced to death! In a sense, Emperor
Ye Ming did not want Bai Ye to die. In a place like the Outer Region battlefield,
no one had hatred with anyone. In that place, it was too childish to say such
words. “Because in that place, you were enemies with all the forces.” “If you were
strong, then killed others to become stronger. If you were weak, being chased to
death was also your life. Yes, it was that kind of place. It was a place that made
countless people tremble with fear, but at the same time, it made countless
desperate people, who bore the blood feud, yearned for becoming stronger.”
Just as Joseph was lost in his memory, Leng Yijun, who was beside him, looked up
at him in a daze and asked, “You. What kind of strength do you have? Who are
you?” Joseph smiled and said, “Oh, I’m just a poor person. As for my strength,
haven’t you already guessed it? “Since I can kill these God of War-level killers, I’m
naturally stronger than them. As for my identity in the Outer Region? I’m not
very powerful. I’m just a God of War. But this time that I’ve retired, I just want to
accompany Paige and Chloe. Are you satisfied?” Of course, Joseph would not tell
her his real identity. As for this woman? She seemed to be very smart, but she
was just a little smart. It would be fine to fool her. “Then… does Paige know
about it?” Leng Yijun continued to ask Joseph in a silly manner. Joseph looked
down at her and said, “Haha, what do you think?” The next moment, she recalled
the day when she, Yin Chaoge, and Paige at a western restaurant, was having
dinner with Joseph. She joked to Joseph that if he was the God of War, the price
would naturally be low. At that time, she clearly remembered her silly and sweet
junior sister, who she lowered her head and smiled without saying anything. The
next moment, Leng Yijun’s body suddenly trembled, and her eyes widened. She
said to Joseph, “It was you and Paige who held the Hundred Cities wedding in
Oplen, which shocked the whole central region! “But, can you guess?” Joseph
continued to smile and said to her. Although he did not give Leng Yijun a definite
reply, at this moment, she already understood. The legendary God of War who
returned from the Outer Region battlefield and retired for his wife was
Joseph!!!!!! Everything was right, right! All doubts were solved! “Why does
Joseph have an expert like Alpha 1 under him, and why is Paige so obsessed with



Joseph? Why does her silly junior sister say so confidently that her husband is the
best? In this generation, her husband will not do anything to hurt her…” At this
moment, Leng Yijun understood everything. She looked at the man in the
distance with a complicated look in his eyes. At this moment, she felt that the
man in front of her was so handsome and indescribably excellent. Paige, you…
You’ll be happy for the rest of your life. You’ve really found the right person and
found the most reliable person. At this moment, Leng Yijun looked at Joseph
with a complicated expression and muttered in her heart. At this moment, she
deeply felt happy and even admired her silly and sweet junior sister.
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Half an hour later, Joseph took a deep breath and said to Leng Yijun, who had
almost recovered, “Let’s go.” Leng Yijun asked subconsciously, “Go… to where?” .
Joseph smiled. Then, he looked at the slightly wrinkled skirt of Leng Yijun and
said, “Are you sure you don’t want to buy a set of clothes first?” “Ah..” Leng Yijun
followed Joseph’s gaze and looked down. She immediately screamed. Her pretty
face was extremely red and she was extremely shy. She had been frightened that
she did something before. It was really embarrassing. Just as she was about to
raise her head and tell Joseph not to look, she found that Joseph had already
arrived at the bottom of the slope. A dozen meters away, he walked to a car
abandoned by those killers from the Outer Region. “Stop yelling. I’m not
interested in you. Come and get in the car. There are still many things to do.”
Joseph’s cold voice came from afar. Leng Yijun felt that she was in a mess. She
looked at Joseph in a daze. She wanted to get angry, but she didn’t know what to
say. At this moment, all of her ego was broken on the surface and in her heart. In
front of this incredible man, everything she had looked like a joke. Standing on
the slope and staring blankly for a while, Leng Yijun suddenly pulled off the
human skin on her face and showed her original appearance. However, when
Leng Y ijun took off her ego, she looked so beautiful. She was smiling. At this
moment, her smile was no longer the professional fake smile. Instead, it was the
real one. At the moment when she was smiling from the bottom of her heart, she
knew that a shackle that had been locked in the bottom of her heart had been
unlocked. From this time onwards, she would have to go back to her own life and
no longer pretend to be anyone. Joseph, who was far away in the car, could not
help but be stunned when he saw Leng Yijun on the slope. Then he shook his
head and said to himself with a smile, “It seems that I accidentally let this silly
woman figure out a lot of things. In the future, she will do what she wants to do
and no longer need to pretend until she is so tired. It’s a good thing. Alas, I am
really a good person. I always help others and don’t ask for repay. Right.” The
next moment, Leng Yijun who had let go of the shackles in her heart and got into
the car with a smile. She didn’t care about her skirt at all and said to Joseph with
ease, “Thank you.” “But, you don’t have to do that. I don’t deserve it. Yin Chaoge
is already troublesome enough. I don’t want to add you. Let’s go and buy clothes
for you. Really, I didn’t even get a salary from you. I still have to pay to buy you
clothes,” Joseph said gloomily. Then he stepped on the accelerator and drove
back with Leng Yijun. “But, there’s no other way. I’m Paige’s best friend. I used to
help you take care of your wife. This time you’re helping me to buy clothes, isn’t
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that natural? Handsome guy? God of War? Brother-in-law?” Leng Yijun who had
opened the spiritual shackles actually joked with Joseph “Call me Joseph!”
Joseph’s face darkened. “Ha ha ha ha ha!” Leng Yijun laughed happily. She didn’t
care at all. In her laughter, Joseph drove the car very fast. He just wanted to buy
clothes for this woman immediately, and then when Slaughter and the others
were here, he would throw this crazy woman to them. He didn’t want to be with
Leng Yijun anymore. He had seen a very strong woman like her in the Outer
Region battlefield. She had been rejected by all kinds of people in the past, and
she had also been shackled by herself. Later, the woman somehow opened up,
and then her combat power soared wildly all the way. Five years ago, in the Outer
Region battlefield, she had risen to the Titan level. Then, every time Joseph saw
that woman, he had to run away… After laughing for a while, Leng Yijun turned
her head and looked out of the window. Looking at the flying scenery outside
the window, she murmured in her heart, “Hello, my new life.”

Ten minutes later, Joseph took Leng Yijun to a high-end mall. Leng Yijun quickly
picked out the clothes and changed them. However, he was surprised to find that
she had changed into a new style of new clothes. He looked at her in amazement
and said, “Is this your favorite

At this moment, Leng Yijun put on a long black dress that exposed her shoulders.
Her white calves were exposed, her long black wavy hair fluttered in the wind,
and she was wearing a pair of eight-centimeter high heels. Her style was
completely different from her usual reserved style. Leng Yijun smiled and said,
“Well, this is my favorite style. The corners of Joseph’s mouth twitched and he
said, “Well, I feel that if you go to the Outer Region battlefield, you will
definitely find a good sister, and you will definitely become the best friend of
that woman…” “Huh? Who is that woman? Is she very similar to me?” Leng

Yijun asked Joseph doubtfully. Joseph shook his head and said, “Yes, you two
have a similar feeling. Of course, she is much better than you. Well, don’t ask
about it, talk about it later. You can’t go to places like the Outer Region
battlefield. Leng Yijun smiled and shook her head, saying, “I’m not sure. That
place… I, I have long wanted to go there.” Although Leng Yijun said half-jokingly
with a smile, after experiencing that terrifying witch in the Outer Region
battlefield, Joseph knew that this was definitely not a joke. That was what she
really decided in her heart. Joseph couldn’t help shivering. He thought to himself,
“In the future, it is very likely that there will be another horrible woman in the
Outer Region battlefield.” “Joseph, where are we going now? Are we going to kill
our way back to the Yin family? Oh, by the way, do you think those assassins from
Outer Region will go to the Yin family after we leave? Will Yin Chaoge and the
others be in danger?” After getting in the car again, Leng Yijun asked Joseph as if
he suddenly thought of something. Joseph looked at her speechlessly and asked,
“What do you think? Don’t talk nonsense. Do you really think that only a group of
God of War killers came this time? Don’t worry, it’s fine there. When you bought
clothes, I contacted Wang Tianhai. Dozens of Semi God of War killers attacked
the Yin family, but they were all fine this time and had defended those. After all,
they also had three God of War on their side. We’re not going back this time. I’ll
take you to a place. Leng Yijun nodded and looked a little embarrassed. She was
so embarrassed that she really forgot her good sister Yin Chaoge, that she
bought clothes for herself and go shopping. Well, so when a woman became
beautiful for herself, some so-called sisterhood was fake. When Joseph heard
this, he smiled and said, “Didn’t you tell my wife that I should introduce you to a
powerful, handsome, and cold man who looks like a killer? As for me, I’ll be a



good person to the end. I’ll introduce you to another Joseph now.” “Are you
serious?” Leng Yijun looked at Joseph with a look of disbelief and did not take it
seriously at all. “Nonsense! I’m so bored to lie to a woman like you? Do you really
think I’m still with you? I’ll throw you away.” “When we’re done. And that Yin
Chaoge, when you go back later, let her stay in the basement for a few days.
Don’t come out again. As soon as you come back to Usmait, you will be in
constant trouble. You are simply a troublemaker!” Joseph said angrily. Then he
stepped on the accelerator and drove to the airport in Usmait. Joseph was
surprised that Vanish was about to reach. This guy actually came much earlier
than Slaughter. It would take more than three hours for Slaughter to get there.
Was this the fate that God had arranged for Leng Yijun? At this moment, Joseph
thought in an extremely strange way.

Because according to the fake style of Leng Yijun in the past, Vanish would not
like it at all. And this time, it just so happened that Leng Yijun had released her
nature and completely removed the shackles in her heart. Because of Bai Ye’s
arrival, he had to go back and stay by Paige’s side. Then, he could only toss Leng
Yijun who had just opened her shackles to Vanish.. What’s more, Leng Yijun’s last
name was Leng, and his last name was Vanish. Both names were well-matched. “Is
he handsome? What’s his name? Is he the God of War on the Outer Region
battlefield like you? What does he look like?” “Ah?” Leng Yijun was already 29
years old and she was still a bachelor. She didn’t want to hide it anymore after
she let it go.” I In her heart, Joseph was one of her own. What was she hiding? As
a young girl, she had to grasp the happiness. Otherwise, after she broke through
to become the female God of War, would she be Madam Kill-All? To go to Mount
Emei? Don’t make trouble. “He is handsome, Vanish, stronger than me. 27 years
old, at the Divine King level!” Joseph

words. No matter how hard Leng Yijun tried to talk to him, he no longer cared
about Leng Yijun. Soon, they arrived at the Usmait Airport. The grim-faced Vanish
carried a long sword that was scooped up with black cloth on his back and got
into Joseph’s car. However, as soon as he got in, Joseph threw the car key to him
and said, “Listen, I’ll only say it once! The woman next to you is called Leng Yijun.
She is 29 years old. You can see her appearance by yourself. She has never been
in a relationship. She is Yin Chaoge’s best friend and partner. You shall protect
her to the Yin family, and then protect Yin Chaoge! Bai Ye may come. Now I’m
done. Don’t ask me. I’m leaving, and don’t follow me. You go by yourself.” After
that, Joseph really turned around and left. Without any hesitation, he got into a
taxi and ran away in an instant. It was not until Joseph disappeared completely
that Vanish’s mouth opened wide. He pointed in the direction of Joseph’s
disappearance and said, “My god, isn’t this guy going too far? I regarded him as
my boss. What does he think I am? A tool man? He called me back from Outer
Region and then ran away by himself? Ran away? Ran away?” Leng Yijun smiled as
he looked at the dumbstruck and confused expression on Vanish’s face. She was
very satisfied, but the more she looked at him, the more satisfied she became.
The man she was looking forward to was just like Vanish. “Er…” It’s a little
awkward to be looked at by Leng Yijun, so he smiled awkwardly at Leng Yijun and
said, “Er, my boss just talked nonsense. Don’t take it seriously.” “No, he didn’t
talk nonsense. I was the one who asked him to introduce me to a boyfriend. Hello,
Vanish, my name is Leng Yijun. I’m a Semi God of War level. I’ve never been in a
relationship before. My body is pure and I’m glad to meet you.” Leng Yijun said
with a smile on her face and when Vanish heard her, cold sweat instantly flowed
down his face. He just remembered that that day, his boss told him that he
wanted to introduce a girlfriend to him. F*ck, this was true. It was too horrible.



“Me? Can I run? I want to go back. I want to go back and kill Dark Night’s Divine
King, okay?” Vanish said to Leng Yijun with tears in his eyes. . “What do you think,
Vanish? Hmm? Am I not good-looking?” Leng Yijun said to Vanish while leaning
forward. Vanish cried in his heart, truly crying. He regretted it. He thought that
he could fight with Bai Ye this time, but if he knew that he would have met this
witch-like Leng Yijun, he wouldn’t have come so early. At the very least, he
would have come a bit later than Slaughter. It was already noon when Vanish
brought Leng Yijun back to the Yin family’s main gate. At the same time, a man
dressed in white, with white leather shoes on his feet and a fierce look in his eyes
appeared under the soil slope in the abandoned construction site a dozen
kilometers away from the villa area of the Yin family in Usmait. He was Bai Ye,
who finally sneaked into Usmait. At this moment, Bai Ye looked at the busy scene
in front of him. Hundreds of people of the Police Department were busy, and the
evil in his eyes slowly disappeared. Instead, they were

filled with extremely violent and cold killing intent. – “Who is it! Who killed all of
my brothers in Team 2! Who is it! I’m going to kill you! You’re

doomed! You’re doomed!
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Bai Ye was extremely gloomy. He had been in the Outer Region battlefield for
decades and

Team 2 was ranked second in nearly a hundred years. But this time, he was the
only one left! “No matter who you are, I want you to die! I want you to die!” Bai
Ye’s murderous intent was boiling to the extreme.

“Sir! You are not allowed to watch here. Please leave!” At this time, a member of
the Police Department walked up to Bai Ye and issued an order to expel him.
“They are my brothers and I come here to send them off, can’t I?” Bai Ye looked
up at this member of the Police Department with his ice-cold eyes.

“There is still an accomplice of the Outer Regiom killer here. Come and arrest
him!” After hearing Bai Ye’s words, the Police Department member’s face
suddenly changed. He quickly called his colleagues to arrest Bai Ye together.
“Hahaha. Hahahahaha. Arrest me? Come on…” Bai Ye suddenly laughed. He
looked at the members of the Police Department in Frogua’s Usmait city and
suddenly laughed. His smile was incomparably strange and murderous. Five
minutes later, Bai Ye took another deep look at the place where the members of
Team 2 were buried and turned to leave. Behind him was a large mountain of
corpses and a sea of blood. Yes, there was no one alive at the scene.

At the same time, the mobile phone of Vanish who was being pulled by Leng
Yijun to eat at the gate of the Yin family’s house vibrated. He took out his mobile
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phone and looked at it, and then his face changed, and his eyes became very
serious. “Huh? Vanish, what’s wrong with you? Leng Yijun saw that there was
something wrong with Vanish’s face, so she asked. Vanish stared at the video
sent to him by Qian Mian on the phone. In the video, there were corpses all over
the ground, and blood flowed like a river. Almost all of them were the bodies of
the Police Department members. At the end of the video, there was a view of the
cold back of a man in white. Vanish handed the video to Leng Yijun and said, “Is
this the place where you and boss went before? Is it the place where my big
brother killed those Outer Region killers? Leng Yijun looked at the video that was
passed to her, and her face turned pale almost instantly. Then she nodded and
said, “Yes, it’s here. Why are the people from the Police Department all dead?
Who did it? And the back view of the man at the end of the video. Who is he? Is he
also a killer from the Outer Region battlefield? “Him? Hehe, if I’m not mistaken,
he’s the leader of those Outer Region killers, Bai Ye! It seems that boss’s worry is
right. He actually dared to enter the border! He really entered the border!”
Vanish’s pupils contracted sharply. In the video sent to him by Qian Mian just now,
dozens of members of the Police Department were all dead, and every one of
them was very dirty. Obviously, Bai Ye was completely angry. Except for him, all
the Team 2 killers under his command were killed! He no longer cared about it.
This time, the Yin family was in danger… Vanish glanced at the gate of the Yin
family in the distance outside the window, and his heart was extremely dignified.
The location of the video was only about ten kilometers away from the Yin family,
very close. But this time, Bai Ye had gone crazy, and he could come at any time.
Or it could be said that Bai Ye had already rushed here and was observing. After
all, it took time for Qian Mian to find the video at the scene and then send it to
him. It was not difficult for a furious Divine King level to cross more than ten
kilometers in a few minutes. “Then, then, aren’t Chaoge and the others very
dangerous?” Leng Yijun continued to ask anxiously. Vanish said with a serious
look, “It’s not that dangerous. Didn’t you say that they are now in the
underground fortress of the Yin family? Experts below the Divine King level can’t
break through in a short time. Even if Bai Ye came, I would still be here. I wanted
to meet him a long time ago. I wanted to fight with him… Vanish’s eyes flashed
with a cold light, and the fighting desire in his body gradually condensed. “Oh?
Really? You want to have a fight with me?” At this moment, a cold voice suddenly
came from the distance of the restaurant hall where the owner of the voice was a
man in white clothes, white shoes, and evil spirit. Naturally, the man was Bai Ye,
who also entered this restaurant to observe the movements of the Yin family. He
was originally a killer, and this time he was a Semi Titan. If he deliberately hid it,
it would be difficult for even strong people of the same level to find it. Most of
his attention was attracted by the video, but he did not detect Bai Ye. This
restaurant was directly facing the gate of the Yin family’s villa.. This was the best
place to observe. So naturally, not only did he choose this place, but also Bai Ye.
Moreover, half a minute ago, when Leng Yijun was watching the video, Bai Ye was
sitting in a distant corner. He did not choose to attack Vanish, because he had
reached the Semi Titan level. In his heart, although the strength of Vanish was
very strong, he was still at the peak of the late-stage of the Divine King level. He
was incomparable to him at all. He also wanted to kill such a strong person
directly, instead of a sneak attack.

The next moment, when Vanish heard Bai Ye’s voice, his face instantly became
very serious. Almost without hesitation, he grabbed the arm of Leng Yijun, broke
through the window, jumped out, and protected her behind him. After seeing this
scene, the rest of the customers in the restaurant immediately screamed and fled
in all directions. Soon, there was only Bai Ye left in the hall of the restaurant. Bai



Ye put down the teacup and stood up, walking toward Vanish and Leng Yijun.
“Hurry up and leave!” Vanish fixed his eyes on Bai Ye. He was extremely shocked
because he could feel the aura of the same level from Bai Ye at this moment. He
was a Semi Titan! At this moment, Vanish no longer looked down on Bai Ye, but
became extremely dignified. “But, leave? If she dares to move, she will die. Do
you believe it?” Bai Ye’s body was filled with endless coldness, and he said to
Vanish. Before he could finish speaking, his body moved, and the next moment,
he appeared directly in front of Vanish and Leng Yijun. He raised his hand and
struck out with all his strength. “You want to kill me? You’re not qualified to do
that!” With an angry roar, Vanish threw a punch at Bai Ye’s palm. Boom… The
next moment, a huge blast of air exploded between Vanish and Bai Ye. Bai Ye
took a few steps back, and the glass on the restaurant behind him was shattered
in an instant. Vanish pulled Leng Yijun and retreated quickly. “Run! Hurry up and
run!” Vanish felt a sweetness in his throat and his face turned slightly pale. Just
now, in order to protect Leng Yijun, he had blocked all the aftermath of their
fight. But before he could finish his words, Vanish’s face changed again. His
whole body instantly fell on the ground with the Leng Yijun. Then he directly
pushed Leng Yijun dozens of meters away. At that moment, a figure suddenly
came out of the air and gave him a fierce slap on the back. “Puff!” Vanish could
not help but spit out a mouthful of blood. His face was pale. He staggered two
steps forward, and his aura had declined a lot. He was seriously injured in an
instant. Vanish stopped and looked at the man with a black mask behind him with
a gloomy face, saying, “Who are you?” The mysterious expert in the mask stared
at Vanish without saying a word. Instead, he followed Bai Ye and attacked Vanish.
At this moment, the mysterious man’s aura was at the Semi Titan level.
“Vanish!!!” Leng Yijun, who was more than ten meters away, shouted at Vanish
desperately. “Get lost!!!” He was furious. At this moment, he finally understood
why his boss threw this troublesome woman to him. He was already at this level,
but why didn’t she run away? At the moment when Vanish finished speaking, the
mysterious Semi Titan behind him suddenly moved and rushed to Leng Yijun
again. Leng Yijun, Yin Chaoge’s partner, also knew a lot of things. She was also
the target of the masked man’s killing. “Try to touch her!!” Vanish lost his temper
and blocked in front of the masked man again. He collided with him once again.
But the next moment, he was taken advantage of by Bai Ye, who was coming at
him, and stumbled two steps. “Get lost! Do you want me to die? If you don’t leave
now, I’ll kill you first!” Vanish was furious. If it weren’t for the silly Leng Yijun, he
would have been able to hold on for a long time, even if he was besieged by two
Semi Titans. But this time he couldn’t. As he roared, he punched Leng Yijun in the
air, which directly drove her into a moving bus. After Leng Yijun left, Vanish
pulled out the warblade on his back and stared at Bai Ye and the mysterious
expert. With a grim smile, he said, “Ah, two Semi Titans. You really think highly of
me… The corners of Vanish’s mouth are still bleeding as Bai Ye and the
mysterious Semi Titan. Their auras are also rising violently. Both of them are
coldly staring at Vanish, who is also a Semi Titan but is seriously injured at the
moment. Both of their eyes are filled with coldness.
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“Hmm? This is bad! Two Semi Titans? How dare you!” Joseph, who had just
returned home and was staring at the Yin family on the balcony, suddenly
opened his eyes, and his heart was full of anger! Two Semi Titans! The other side
was really bold. If Vanish was not prepared, he would be in danger. “Alpha 1,
guard here! Hold on!” Joseph immediately jumped down from the balcony after
saying this. In a flash, he took a dozen meters in a step and soon disappeared in
his neighborhood. Yes, he miscalculated! He never thought that the other side
would send two Semi Titans. One of them had the aura of Bai Ye, which meant
that Bai Ye had broken .. through to the Semi Titan level. Joseph felt a chill in his
heart, and his eyes were cold. If his brothers died here that day, no matter who
the forces from Outer Region were, none of them could live! He would make
them all die with Vanish! Almost at the same time when Joseph moved, Slaughter,
who was about to arrive at the Yin family, was also frightened. Then, he sped up
to the extreme and rushed to the Yin family, where his brothers were being
besieged. “You dare to touch my brother! You’re courting death!” Slaughter
roared in his heart, and the killing intent on his body was already rising. At this
moment, there was no one else around the Yin family gate except for Vanish, Bai
Ye, and the mysterious expert. Even some security guards in the villa area of the
Yin family withdrew under Wang Tianhai’s order. In the underground fortress of
the Yin family, there was a screen reflecting the outside scene. At this moment,
everyone was staring at the screen with a very serious expression. Eason’s
expression changed drastically, “Semi Titan Level? Three!!! Especially the two
enemies, they actually dared to sneak into Frogua!!! Ah ah ah ah ah, what should
we do? What should we do? My grandfather and the others couldn’t come over
and were held back! I hate my strength for being too weak and couldn’t do
anything to help!!!” Wang Tianhai looked at Felix seriously and said, “Felix, what
should we do? Shall we go out and help? Felix clenched his fists. He wanted to go
out and help, but in the end, he shook his head feebly and said. “It’s useless. If we
go out, Vanish will be distracted, just like that Leng Yijun. It’s useless for us to go
out, and I’m afraid we can’t even stop the aftermath of their battle.” “What
should we do? If Vanish couldn’t stop him, this fortress couldn’t stop him at all.
All of us will die, and the Yin family will have none alive! Our mission failed…”
Wang Tianhai said with great concern. On the first day they joined the military,
the people of the military had already ignored their lives. But if Yin Chaoge died,
it would be a huge loss for the entire Frogua. Yin Chaoge was a weak woman who
didn’t even have the strength to fight. But she was a world-class top scientist. In
a sense, Yin Chaoge was even more important than a Semi Titan, because her
contribution would improve the overall combat capability of the Frogua. But this
time it might not work. Felix sighed deeply, turned around and bowed deeply to
the pale-faced Yin Chaoge, saying, “Miss Yin, if the two Semi Titan attack you
later, we will try our best to find a chance for you to escape, but it should be very
slim. If we can’t do it, I’m sorry. We didn’t protect you well. I’m really sorry.” Yin
Chaoge’s body trembled, and there was a trace of despair in her eyes. She
lowered her head and did not speak. But there was endless regret in her heart.
Her goal in life had not been achieved, and the person she wanted to see had not
been seen yet. The person she liked might not know that there had once been
such a girl who liked him in this life.

Yin Chaoge’s mind was full of thoughts and regrets. As for the rest of the Yin
family, Yin Zheng, Yin Kun, and others, their eyes were full of despair at this
moment. They didn’t see Joseph, but a strange strong man was guarding Leng
Yijun. That proved that Leng Yijun was not there at the moment. And the battle
between the strong would soon determine the winner. Even if Joseph came,
would he be able to come in time? Just when Yin Zheng was thinking desperately,



suddenly there was a loud bang outside, and Vanish’s body was smashed into the
group of villas of the Yin family by Bai Ye, which directly broke the wall of the
villa. The next moment, the more pale-faced Vanish went through the wall
behind him, and the two-story yilla collapsed. The fortress where the Yins were
hiding was also shaken, and everyone was violently shaken. Outside, the
battlefield of the three Semi Titans had been shifted above them. Vanish had just
bombarded with Bai Ye and the mysterious expert of the Semi Titan level. Bai Ye
wanted to kill him, so he didn’t hold back every time he attacked. “Puff..” Vanish
spat out a mouthful of blood. Staring at the masked Semi Titan, he said, “Your
Excellency, do you have a grudge against the soldiers of the Dragon Temple?
Since you go all out, can you show your identity? Even if I die, you have to let me
know?”

the words left his mouth, the mysterious expert with a mask suddenly began to
tremble. He looked at Vanish seriously and said, “Are you from the Dragon
Temple? Not from the Frogua military?” “But!” Vanish sneered and shook his long
saber. The long saber vibrated and he said, “I am the subordinate of the Lord of
the Dragon Temple, the Four Divine Kings. Vanish! Your Excellency, do you want
to fight against the Dragon Temple together with Bai Ye?” “In the past, Vanish
usually didn’t care who he was. Just killed him directly. But at this moment, he
can’t do it. He was seriously injured when he was unprepared, but this time he is
facing two masters at the same level. He can’t hold on any longer. At this
moment, the look in the mysterious expert’s eyes became more serious. He took
a deep look at Vanish and said slowly, “We have no intention of being enemies
with the Dragon Temple. Our target is only Yin Chaoge alone! Then he looked at
Bai Ye and said in a deep voice, “Bai Ye, don’t forget our task! Currently Vanish
King has been seriously injured. If you insist on fighting against the Dragon
Temple, then you can do it yourself. I will kill Yin Chaoge! Or I will stall Vanish
King. You can kill Yin Chaoge! How do you choose?” “But! Insist on fighting? All
the members above the God of War level in Team 2 have died here! Do you think I
will let them go? Old man, I don’t know who you are, but you are afraid of the
Dragon Temple. I don’t care. The Outer Region battlefield is so big, and it’s not so
easy for them to find me! If you want to kill Yin Chaoge, you can do it. I will kill
Vanish!” Bai Ye sneered, holding a silver soft sword in his hand, and said to the
mysterious expert in the Semi Titan level. “Okay!” The mysterious expert nodded
and then looked at Vanish, saying, “Vanish King, you still have time to leave now.
Even if you are seriously injured, Bai Ye can’t stop you. Don’t intervene in the
affairs of the Yin family anymore! This is my last bottom line! It is also the last
face I can give to the Dragon Temple!” After the mysterious Semi Titan said this,
he sensed the direction of the underground fortress of the Yin family and rushed
toward the depths of the Yin family’s villa. Soon, he reached the sky above the
Yin Zheng’s villa. With a blow, several walls in front of the Yin Zheng’s villa
collapsed. Just when the mysterious Semi Titan was about to continue to attack
and find Yin Chaoge and the others, his hair suddenly stood on end. He quickly
moved aside, but at this moment, there was still a bloody wound on his back.
Vanish came over with a long knife in his hand, and his eyes were cold. He said,
“Give the Dragon Temple face? Who do you think you are! You…” “Boom!” But
before Vanish finished speaking, his body suddenly slammed into the inside of
Yin Zheng’s villa. Bai Ye hit him with all his strength. The next moment, Bai Ye
appeared at the place where he had just stood. He said, “Heh, what nonsense are
you talking about in the battle? Do you want to die?” After finishing speaking, Bai
Ye sneered and chased after Vanish again. Just now, Vanish had suffered another
heavy blow. This time, the injuries on his body were extremely serious. He was
still in his best condition. After Bai Ye left, the mysterious expert of the Semi



Titan level looked in the direction of Bai Ye’s disappearance angrily. Just now, Bai
Ye deliberately asked him to attack the Yin family’s underground fortress, and
then lured Vanish over, and then Bai Ye took action to kill him! But the
mysterious expert didn’t say anything. There was no need. Howmany good
people could survive in the Outer Region battlefield and grow to the Semi Titan
level? Not to mention Bai Ye, who was already a killer leader! However, it was
also a good thing for Vanish to be seriously injured by Bai Ye again. At least no
one came to stop him now. The mysterious expert of the Semi Titan level started
to rumble in the air above Yin Zheng’s villa. A dozen seconds later, he opened a
huge stone slab, and a smile appeared in his eyes. “I found you.” At this moment,
there was a heavy alloy gate on the top of Yin Zheng’s villa, and that Semi Titan
was standing there with a sneer. Then he rose into the air, and a stick made of the
same alloy appeared in his hand. He bombarded the gate of the Yin family’s
fortress frommid-air. “Oh no, it’s too late. My Yin family is dead.” Yin Zheng
sighed in his heart inside the underground fortress. Eason, Felix, and Wang
Tianhai stood firmly in front of Yin Chaoge. They wanted Yin Chaoge to survive,
but at the same time, she knew in her heart that it was impossible for her to
survive. At this moment, above the villa, Vanish was constantly retreating
because of Bai Ye’s beating. Looking at the scene in the distance, he was
extremely anxious. After all, Yin Chaoge was the person his boss asked him to
protect. Moreover, he was also from Frogua. At this moment, seeing his
compatriots being killed by the foreign experts, he was extremely anxious. But
he couldn’t go through it. It was too far. “But it’s a pity in this life.” A teardrop
fell from the corners of Yin Chaoge’s eyes. She still had too many things to do.
She didn’t see the person she wanted to see, and the person she liked didn’t
know her. She would be dead. “I really want to see you again!” Yin Chaoge
murmured in her heart. But she was just thinking. How could the person in her
heart appear? Impossible, he is still in the Outer Region battlefield.

But the next moment, a tall and wide figure appeared on the screen, which made
her suddenly widen her eyes. The figure who suddenly appeared nearly two
meters high on the screen suddenly rose into the air, and the huge sword in his
hand rushed toward the mysterious expert of the Semi Titan level. At this
moment, Yin Chaoge was shocked.
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“Who, who is he?” Yin Zheng asked in shock. But the next moment, there was
only a snowflake on the screen in front of them, and the monitor outside was
broken. Then, the secret room suddenly became dark, and the electricity was
gone. Although the secret chamber became dark, there was a glimmer of hope in
Yin Chaoge’s heart. Even though she did not know if she could defeat the Semi
Titan, she had a feeling that she could survive that day. It was just because he
came. At this moment, with a loud explosion from the huge sword, the
mysterious expert of the Semi Titan was sent flying by Slaughter. The expert of
the Semi Titan kept piercing through the villas, which was much worse than
Vanish, because the power Slaughter King was too strong “Get lost!” The next
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moment, when Slaughter saw that Bai Ye was still suppressing Vanish, he
shouted angrily in his heart and threw the huge sword in his hand directly at Bai
Ye. The next moment, when Bai Ye was about to kill Vanish, he saw that
Slaughter’s huge sword face became sullen. He quickly retreated and avoided the
giant sword. The next moment, when he wanted to kill Vanish again, Slaughter
had already appeared in front of him. Bai Ye forced himself to stop and retreated
a little, joining with the Semi Titan who was coming back from outside. At this
moment, Slaughter was finally with Vanish. Vanish spat out another mouthful of
blood and said to Slaughter with a grim smile, “You finally came.” Slaughter
asked with a frown, for more Daily updates visit :- . “How are your injuries?” But
Vanish took a deep breath, and his fighting spirit was boiling. He wiped the blood
from the corner of his mouth and said to Slaughter, “I won’t die yet, but my injury
is more serious. I’ll go and beat the guy with a stick. He was slammed by you just
now. You deal with Bai Ye, he’s more insidious!” “Okay!” Slaughter nodded. With
a wave of his hand, he smashed in the distance and the giant alloy sword
returned to his hand. The next moment, Vanish and him looked directly at Bai Ye
and the mysterious Semi Titan. At this moment, Bai Ye and the other Semi Titan
Expert were also extremely shocked. Bai Ye wanted to kill Vanish, but this time
that the other Divine King of the Dragon Temple had appeared with the strength
of a Semi Titan, he no longer had the confidence and opportunity to kill them. At
this moment, Bai Ye’s face was gloomy to the extreme! The masked Semi Titan
beside him also had a serious look in his eyes. Under the mask, a trace of blood
oozed from the corner of his mouth. What Vanish said was right. Just now, he as
best at fighting with strengths and face to face. He was injured. “Bai Ye. If you
wanted to kill Vanish, you would still have a chance in the future. But now, are
you going to give up the chance to kill Yin Chaoge? If you give up, then we won’t
give you the resources we promised later. You can choose. If you give up, then we
will leave now. If you agree, we don’t have to fight the two Divine Kings of the
Dragon Temple. As long as the battlefield is placed above the fortress of the Yin
family, those people of the Yin family will die. How do you choose?for more Daily
updates visit :- .” The masked Semi Titan said to Bai Ye in At this moment, in the
distant underground fortress, Wang Tianhai, Felix, and Eason the three God of
War experts were still very worried. Yes, even if the two Divine Kings of the
Dragon Temple were here at this moment, the aftermath of the battle could
shock these people of the Yin family to death! Currently there were four Divine
Kings above! Felix sighed deeply in his heart. He knew that the Lord didn’t want
to get involved in these troublesome things of the Yin family. The Lord had
already given enough face to the Yin family and the Frogua military by sending
two Divine King level experts. Could it be that he was really going to let the Lord
of Titan level to fight for the Yin family? What kind of joke was this? Not to
mention the Yin family, even the Frogua military was not necessarily qualified. Of
course, in the deepest part of Felix’s heart, he still hoped that the Lord would
come over. He knew that the Lord valued friendship and loyalty. If the Lord took
action, the two Semi Titan experts outside would definitely die! However,
friendship and loyalty would be used up! The Lord had feelings for Frogua, but no
matter how deep his affection was, there would be a day when they would be
used up. Not to mention that the Lord had never owed Frogua anything. While
Felix was thinking in the underground fortress, Bai Ye and the mysterious Semi
Titan Expert above the fortress also made the final decision. They would do their
best to kill the people of the Yin family, and then they would escape from Usmait.
“Attack!” The two sides shouted almost at the same time. In an instant, the four
powerful Semi Titans launched attacks at the same time. Bai Ye and the
mysterious Semi Titan level expert desperately rushed to the Yin family’s
fortress, while Slaughter and Vanish went to stop them as soon as possible. “Get
lost!” Slaughter’s face turned red, and his fighting power burst out. With a sweep



of his long sword, he pushed Bai Ye and the mysterious Outer Region expert back
more than ten meters. Then, Slaughter rushed to Bai Ye. With a grim smile,
Vanish rushed to the Semi Titan level expert with a long sword. The battle
between the two sides continued. “You’re so badly injured that you can’t stop me!
Why do you have to..” The mysterious expert who fought against Vanish sneered.
Vanish’s injury was much more serious than his. About a minute ago when they
were battling, Vanish spat out more blood, and his clothes were dyed dark brown.
His aura continued to decline. At this moment, on the other side, Bai Ye, who was
fighting with Slaughter, knocked down many villas of the Yin family. His eyes
were cold, and he said, “Yin Chaoge must die! It’s useless for you to come!” .
“Let’s talk about it after you pass my test!” Slaughter snorted and continued to
attack Bai Ye with the big sword in his hand. Bai Ye also sneered, holding the soft
sword and fighting crazily with him. The power of Slaughter was so strong that it
was as high as a human tower, and his combat power was unparalleled. It was
difficult for him to break through the blockade of Slaughter. But don’t forget
that Vanish on the other side had been seriously injured by him and the
mysterious expert. He was by Slaughter. But what about Vanish? With his
severely injured body, could he stop the mysterious Semi Titan? “Vanish King! We
don’t have any grudges against the Dragon Temple! But if you don’t let us go,
don’t blame me for killing you!” At this moment, the mysterious Semi Titan
Expert who was blocked by Vanish was also anxious. There were too many
variables that day. Their side didn’t expect that the person who protected Yin
Chaoge in Usmait was the Divine Kings of the Dragon Temple! Moreover,
Slaughter, who was far away on the Outer Region battlefield, was coming. If they
dragged on, what about another Divine King? Their task was impossible to
complete. Vanish continued with a sneer, “Hey, don’t talk big. Wasn’t it you who
attacked me before? Huh? You want to kill Yin Chaoge? Let’s talk about it when
you pass through me.” “Puff…” As soon as Vanish finished speaking, a trace of
dark red blood spilled out of his mouth again, and his momentum decreased
again. The mysterious Semi Titan Expert from Outer Region said angrily, “Well,
since you insist on courting death, I will fulfill your wish!” After he finished
speaking, his momentum rose again. He had already had the killing desire to kill
Vanish. Vanish tried his best to stop him again and again. He did not intend to
hold back anymore. If he could not kill Yin Chaoge first, he would kill Vanish first.
But just as he was about to strike again, Vanish suddenly said to him, “Wait a
minute! Since it’s a life-and-death battle, and I’m seriously injured now, I’m likely
to die in your hands this time. Can you tell me who you are? Since you know that
we are from the Dragon Temple, how dare you attack us? Does it mean that there
is a Royal level master behind you? Who is that person? Is he a Royal level master
in the Outer Region battlefield, or is he one of you? The Semi Titan level expert
who was about to attack suddenly frowned under the mask. He felt that
something was wrong. for more Daily updates visit :- . As one of the four Divine
Kings of the Dragon Temple, Vanish King had never spoken so much. Look at
Slaughter in the distance? Didn’t he say less than a few words? While he was
thinking about this, Mie continued, “Can’t you tell me? In fact, it’s useless for you
to wear a mask. As long as we meet you again in the future, your aura can’t be
concealed. How about this? Anyway, this place is full of smoke and dust. Even if
we kill you, we can’t see your face clearly. How about you take off the mask? Let
me die, and be a ghost. Is that okay?” At this moment, the mysterious Semi Titan
Expert suddenly came to his senses and stared at Vanish. He suddenly realized
something and said, “I understand, you! You are stalling for time! Before
Slaughter came just now, you never stopped talking. Now it’s the same. Do you
still have the Divine King level experts to enter the border on Usmait’s side?” At
this moment, this mysterious expert, who was a Semi Titan, really understood
that the Divine King of the Dragon Temple in front of him was trying to buy time.



At this moment, he understood and raised his long stick, rushing toward Vanish.
However, Vanish laughed. He heaved a sigh of relief and even fell to the ground.
He didn’t even take the long sword in his hand. Instead, he looked at the
mysterious Semi Titan Expert as if he was a dead man and said, “Haha… You got
me. But, it’s too late. If I were you, I would run away as fast as I could.” “Vanish
King, do you really think that you can kill me with another Semi Titan level Divine
King? Ha, you think too much.” The mysterious Semi Titan expert sneered and
continued to rush toward Vanish, who was sitting on the ground in the distance.
Vanish looked at him like he was looking at a fool and said with a smile, “But, you
think too much. When did I say that the person I’m waiting for is our Dragon
Temple’s Divine King? Haha. It’s too late. You don’t even have a chance to escape
now. Alas, how can no one believe the truth in this world?” The moment he
finished speaking, the Semi Titan level Expert stopped in mid-air. He was shocked!
If it wasn’t a Semi Titan level Divine King? Then who was the one Vanish was
waiting for?

The next moment, a terrifying answer came to his mind: The Lord of the Dragon
Temple! The Lord of the Dragon Temple who killed a Titan level expert half a
year ago!! “Oh no…” The mysterious Semi Titan expert’s face instantly turned
pale. He turned around and tried to escape. But it was too late. The next moment,
the space around him seemed to be frozen, and his body was firmly fixed in place.
No matter how he struggled, it was useless. The next moment, a terrifying voice
sounded in his ear,for more Daily updates visit :- . “You are the one who wants to
kill my brother, right?”
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“What? The Lord of the Dragon Temple!!!” Bai Ye, who was fighting fiercely with
Slaughter not far away, also changed his face in an instant. The next moment, he
took the blow from Slaughter with his body without hesitation and fled out of
Usmait. The next moment, Bai Ye’s figure appeared dozens of meters away. His
face was extremely pale, and he spat out a big mouthful of blood with a puff, and
his aura instantly dropped. But he did not dare to stop. His body flashed again
and disappeared outside the gate of the Yin family. Bai Ye was extremely
frightened. Although he was very arrogant before, he faced Vanish of the same
level. But at this moment, when the Lord of the Dragon Temple appeared, he did
not dare to stay any longer. Because of his fame. Half a year ago, the Lord of the
Dragon Temple single-handedly entered the Ironclouds Organization level
experts, and killed one Royal level expert, seriously injured the other Royal level
expert, and destroyed the Ironclouds Organization. But it was half a year ago!
Half a year ago! Half a year ago, the Lord of the Dragon Temple

ad already possessed such powerful strength. But what about this moment?
Nowadays, the four Divine Kings of the Dragon Temple all had the strength of
Semi Royal Level (Titan Level), but how powerful would the legendary Lord of
the Dragon Temple be? Maybe it would not take more than three moves to kill
him? Bai Ye was very arrogant before. He thought that he could survive from the
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Lord of the Dragon Temple three years ago, but what about this time? Three
years ago, he risked everything to escape. Three years later, could he still escape?
The moment Bai Ye disappeared, Slaughter’s giant sword hit the place where he
had just disappeared. With a loud bang, the floor within ten meters of the giant
sword was violently blown away. And Slaughter’s eyes were extremely gloomy.
“Run away?” The speed of Bai Ye’s desperate escape was extremely fast. But just
as he was about to kill Bai Ye with his sword, he heard the voice of Joseph,
“There’s no need to chase him. Since he has been exposed, he can’t run away. Go
and protect Yin Chaoge! Don’t let her die! “Yes, boss!” Slaughter respectfully
accepted the order. Then, he carried the big sword on his back and walked in the
direction of the underground fortress of the Yin family. At this moment, the
mysterious expert of the Semi Titan level from the Outer Region was still fixed in
place and fell to the ground from the air. “Mr. Dawson, we, we really don’t have
the intention to offend the Frogua or the Dragon

Temple. I’m sorry, I’m sorry!” The Semi Titan level expert was terrified in front of
Joseph and begged for mercy. But it was useless. Since Joseph had appeared,
naturally, he would not let them go. Joseph’s eyes were cold. He grabbed the
face of the Semi Titan level Expert who concealed his identity. Immediately, the
mask on his face flew out, and then an old foreign clan’s man’s face appeared in
front of Joseph. “It turns out to be his man. Well, I see. No wonder he insisted on
killing Yin Chaoge.” Joseph thought. When he saw the Semi Titan level face
appeared, a real Titan-level face emerged in his heart. With a thought, he
understood. “Mr. Dawson, please spare my life. My lord will definitely pay a
higher price to compensate the Dragon Temple. Mr. Dawson, please spare my life.
Please spare my life.” The old Outer Region expert begged hard for mercy to
Joseph. “Boom!” Before the Semi Titan level expert from Outer Region could
finish his words, his body exploded and was killed by Joseph’s palm in the air. In
the bloody mist all over the sky, Joseph was so angry that he muttered to himself,
“It’s

a bunch of hyenas on the Outer Region battlefield. If I don’t kill you, you won’t
stop and come to make trouble one after another. Do you know that you’re very
annoying? You’ve successfully made me angry.” After killing the Semi Titan level
expert, Joseph rose into the air again. As he sped away, he told Vanish who fell to
the ground behind him and had a silly smile, “Take good care of yourself in the
Yin family for a while. Don’t leave any internal injuries. It’s not good for
promotion!” As Joseph finished his words, a bottle of secret medicine shot from
the distance and was sent into the arms of Vanish while Joseph had completely
disappeared. Slaughter walked silently to the side of Vanish with his big sword on
his back and said, “Take your medicine.” Vanish did not move. Instead, he looked
in the direction of Joseph and murmured, “Slaughter, do you think we can catch
up with the Lord in this life? He just killed an expert at the same level as us in the
air! In the air! What do you think the Lord’s strength is this time?” After a long
silence, Slaughter, who had always been a man of few words, said, “I don’t know,
and I don’t want to know. The four of us have our own ways, and boss naturally
has his own way. I can’t guess the specific state and strength of boss, but he is
definitely not an ordinary Titan level… Currently boss is stronger, much stronger
than half a year ago, too much more.” With a complicated look in his eyes, Vanish
nodded and said, “Well, yes, boss is stronger. Alas, it’s not good to compare with
others. It’s really a blow to people. It’s acceptable if he touches him, yet, you
didn’t even touch him, but he slapped him to death!!!” As Vanish said this, he
suddenly seemed to think of something. Recently,he opened his mouth widely,
moved his head with extreme difficulty. He glanced at Slaughter and said, “Fool,



do you think that boss has already touched that level? The real level?” Upon
hearing these words, Slaughter’s huge body could not help but tremble. His eyes
were filled with awe. After a long time, he lowered his head and said: “I don’t
know. Maybe. Don’t worry about boss. Just take care of yourself. Just go to the
extreme. Don’t weaken the title of Vanish King!” . While Slaughter was talking,
he suddenly looked at Vanish as if he was looking at a fool and said, “Are you a
fool? For a woman you don’t know, you were attacked and seriously injured by
someone at the same level as you? Is there a hole in your brain? Well, you should
heal yourself later. I will kill that woman.” Yes, Slaughter spoke in an extremely
serious tone. After he finished speaking, he really picked up his huge sword and
was about to kill Leng Yijun. “D*mn it! Don’t f*cking sh*t!!!” Hearing Slaughter’s
words, Vanish instantly went crazy. D*mn it, if he didn’t want to touch a woman,
he would just hide far away. But this person in front of him was really good at
killing people. Just his stubborn head. He would probably do such a thing. So
when he thought of this, Vanish couldn’t care less about the pain in his body. He
quickly got up and stood in front of Slaughter. Worrying about things that might
never happen increases their chances of happening. The next moment, the
anxious figure of Leng Yijun ran over. Well, even when she was running, she was
still wearing high heels! “Vanish, how are you? Are you all right?” Leng Yijun
shouted at Vanish with great concern, with tears in her eyes. “Buzz..” At the
moment when Vanish was in a daze, Slaughter’s figure suddenly disappeared.
When he reappeared, his figure had already arrived in front of Leng Yijun. He
raised the huge sword in his hand high and was about to chop down on Leng
Yijun’s head. “Don’t touch her!” The next moment, just as the huge sword was
about to land on Leng Yijun’s head, she was extremely shocked and her eyes were
filled with tears. Suddenly, Vanish’s body appeared in front of her. Yes, at the last
moment, he used his body to block in front of her. Buzz… The enormous sword in
Slaughter’s hands was just a few centimeters away from Vanish’s head. However,
at the very last moment, it abruptly stopped. “Don’t touch her…” After Slaughter
put away his long sword, Vanish murmured again. His eyes darkened and he
fainted in an instant. Leng Yijun behind him quickly reached out to hold his body.
Tears fell on her face. “Do you want to kill me?” Leng Yijun asked Slaughter
subconsciously. Slaughter kept his huge sword and stared at Leng Yijun without
emotions. “If it weren’t for you, my brother wouldn’t have been injured. He
almost died before! But since he said not to touch you, I won’t kill you!
Remember, you owe him a life!” After that, he walked away with the huge sword
on his back. He walked to the door of the Yin family’s underground fortress and
sat cross-legged on the ground. When Leng Yijun came to her senses, she looked
at Vanish in her arms with more complicated eyes. In the underground fortress of
the Yin family, there was the top doctor in Usmait. The next moment, after
thinking for a while, she kicked off the heel of her high heels and carried the
unconscious Vanish away. Then she entered the underground fortress of the Yin
family from Slaughter’s side. Vanish was seriously injured and needed treatment.
Slaughter sat cross-legged beside the entrance of the Yin family’s underground
fortress like a statue. After a long time, he seemed to think of something. He
frowned and looked down. Then he saw more than a dozen tiny blood marks on
his chest. Some were deep and some were shallow. Just now, he felt that he
seemed to have been injured. Well, he just remembered. Then he looked down at
the wound on his chest and wondered if he should deal with it. “You… you are
injured, I… I have medicine for you.” The next moment, Yin Chaoge’s figure
appeared beside Slaughter. She was wearing a lady’s suit of Leng Yijun, but she
looked very pure, like a little girl next door. Even if she stood, she was almost the
same height as Slaughter who was sitting on the ground. Slaughter tilted his
head to look at Yin Chaoge. He frowned and asked, “Who are you?” ? Uh… Yin
Chaoge’s heart was complicated. Sure enough, the hero she liked didn’t even



know her name. The next moment, Yin Chaoge carefully said to Slaughter, “You…
hello, I, my name is Yin Chaoge.” .

WE

Slaughter looked at Yin Chaoge and thought of what Joseph had told him before.
It seemed that the woman in front of him said that she liked him and wanted to
be his girlfriend. Then he looked at Yin Chaoge seriously and asked, “Well, can I
kill you?” Slaughter asked very very seriously. Crack… The medicine bottle in Yin
Chaoge’s hand fell directly to the ground and instantly broke into pieces. She
herself was in a bad condition. Well, this was the first conversation between Yin
Chaoge and Slaughter. At the same time, on the other side of Usmait nearing the
sea, Joseph, who was chasing Bai Ye with all his strength, suddenly stopped. He
seemed to have forgotten to tell Slaughter something, but he couldn’t remember
for a moment. So he could only shake his head. Forget it, he would kill Bai Ye first.
At this moment, Bai Ye, who had fled to the beach ahead, felt a glimmer of hope
the moment he saw the sea. As long as he fled to the sea, Bai Ye could ask the
Outer Region giant ship to give him shelter and he could escape back to the
Outer Region battlefield. Bai Ye did not hesitate at all. After grabbing a
speedboat, he fled to the sea with all his strength. Almost at the moment when
Bai Ye boarded the boat, Joseph appeared by the sea. Looking at Bai Ye, who was
on the speedboat trying to escape to the sea, he narrowed his eyes and
murmured, “Do you think you can escape
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“You can’t escape… Bai Ye, it’s a pity..” Joseph sighed, and then stepped into the
sea! Yes, he went in directly. A Titan level could do something that ordinary
people couldn’t do in a short time. For example, floated in the air for a short time
and walked on the waves for a short time, yes, it would be a very short time. As
one’s strength became stronger and stronger, it would naturally last longer.
Joseph stepped on the waves and sped forward. At this moment, his speed
instantly soared to the fastest. After advancing for a distance, he stepped on
another speedboat and continued to rush forward. “Lord of the Dragon Temple,
let me go! I swear, I will never enter the Frogua again!” Bai Ye, who was fleeing
with all his strength in front of him, turned around and saw Joseph chasing him
on waves. He was so scared that his soul almost jumped out of his body. He
quickly turned around and shouted at Joseph, but Joseph shook his head and said,
“No, you’re wrong. It has nothing to do with me that you don’t enter Frogua in
this life. That’s your business. I chased you because you hurt my brother. It’s that
simple. Why does Team 2 from Outer Region have to come to us?” “Why bother?
After Team 2 is destroyed, there will be less fun in the Outer Region battlefield.
In fact, I don’t want to do it.” Bai Ye, who was running two or three hundred
meters ahead, trembled violently. Yes, he regretted taking the task of those
people at that time. It was also because he had ego before and thought that he
could be fearless after he broke through to the Semi Titan level. In fact, it was
not his fault, because even in the Outer Region battlefield, the Semi Titan level
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experts were the top ones. They could dominate a region. But he shouldn’t have
provoked the Dragon Temple and Joseph. He was only a Semi Titan. Even if he
was a real Titan, so what? Half a year ago, Joseph had passed this, so at this
moment, there was only regret in Bai Ye’s heart. The next moment, after Bai Ye
fled a few miles away from the shore, Joseph sighed deeply. He waved his hand,
and the sea in the distant area where Bai Ye was, suddenly fluctuated violently. A
huge wave rose, and Bai Ye’s speedboat immediately flipped over, and then the
motor of the speed boat exploded with a bang. Bai Ye was desperate. He fell
from the air to the speed boat that could no longer sail. He could only watch as
Joseph, who was stepping on a piece of debris, flew toward him again. Bai Ye
desperately looked behind him and looked at the sea in the distance. There were
warships from foreign region there, and he could even vaguely see the giant
cannons on it. But he had no chance to go there. Yes, there was no possibility.
Joseph would not give him that chance. “Am I going to die? It’s a pity that I
haven’t really broken through to that level in this life. But before I die, let me
experience the real Titan level. Then, how strong are the Royal level experts in
the real Outer Region battlefield?” After Bai Ye understood what was going on,
he gave up struggling. He couldn’t run away in front of Joseph. Bai Ye took a
deep breath and dozens of silver needles appeared in his hand. Without
hesitation, he inserted them into some hidden acupuncture points on his body.
All the silver needles were inserted into them. His momentum was also surging.
He was getting stronger and stronger. On the surface of the sea 10 meters
away, Joseph caught up with him. He didn’t care about Bai Ye’s breakthrough
with a secret method. Because no matter what Bai Ye d doomed. If he was aimed
by Joseph, who had killed a Royal level, he would die. Moreover, the leader of
Team 2 of the Outer Region battlefield was also a big shot in the Outer Region
battlefield. It was better to satisfy some of the wishes of such a person before
death. It could be regarded as respect for him. Bai Ye, who was standing on the
board, saw that Joseph did not attack him, so he broke the board under his feet
and let it shoot to the side. He also kicked a few pieces in front of Joseph. Joseph
moved and stood on a one-meter-wide board. Bai Ye’s aura was constantly rising,
but his eyes were extremely complicated. “Later, can you use your strongest
posture to fight with me later?” Joseph looked at Bai Ye. After a long silence, he
said, “Are you sure? If so, you may not even have a corpse left in this world.” Bai
Ye smiled for a long time before the smile on his face froze. He said in a
self-mocking way, “It doesn’t matter. People like me who have killed countless
people should have died a

time ago. Moreover, I’m dead. Why should I care about the corpse? Even if
someone fed the dog and threw it into the garbage dump, what does it matter?
Anyway, I don’t know. I’m ready. Let’s start…” In the next moment, in Bai Ye’s
body, there was a loud roar. He made a breakthrough successfully. At the cost of
all his vitality, he forced himself to cross that level in the shortest time.

more

There were many such secret methods. For example, when Joseph killed Fu
Junlin, Fu Junlin also made a temporary breakthrough. He broke through from
the Semi God of War to the God of War level, but the price was extremely
miserable. Even if he survived luckily, he would at least be paralyzed, and he
would never be saved. Fu Junlin was the same, and he was also



Joseph after the breakthrough. The current Bai Ye was the same. Even if he
broke through, he would die. Joseph took a deep look at Bai Ye and said, “I can
give you a few more minutes. Is there anything else you want to say?” Bai Ye
thought for a moment and shook his head, saying, “Let’s not talk about it. While I
can still maintain my peak state, let’s fight quickly. I can only maintain this state
for one minute at most. Kill!”

The next moment, after Bai Ye finished speaking, the smile on his face instantly
disappeared, and the killing intent on his body rose to the sky! He was the leader
of Team 2 of killers in the Outer Region battlefield! He was extremely proud in
his heart. So even when his boss wanted to invite him to join Team 1, he did not
agree. He was him! He was an invincible expert in the Outer Region battlefield
that he had earned himself! He had his pride, so he did not need Joseph’s pity! He
wanted to fight with Joseph at the last moment of his life for one minute.
“Boom.” With a loud bang, Joseph slammed into Bai Ye, who rushed in front of
him. Immediately, the surrounding waves of shock rose to the sky and flew
dozens of meters high. Bang. In the next moment, Bai Ye’s right fist was blown to
pieces along with his right arm. “How could it be possible?” Bai Ye was focused.
He was now a strong warrior at the Titan level. Even for a short time, he would be
at that level in one minute! But then Bai Ye was completely at his peak. Without
thinking too much, he lost his right hand, he would use his left hand. His left hand
once again clenched into a fist to attack Joseph, but the result was the same as
before. His left hand’s fist also completely exploded, and his left arm was also
blown into a bloody mist. Then his left leg collided with Joseph’s, followed by his
right leg. “Bang! Bang! Bang!” A series of loud sounds were heard. The seawater
around the two people flew higher and higher, even rising to a height of 100
meters. It was completely lifted by the aftermath of the fierce battle between
the two people.

Three seconds later, with a light puff, Bai Ye stopped completely because his
chest was pierced by Joseph’s fist. The most important organ in the human
body, the heart was smashed. He had lost his hands and legs, so he could only
hang passively on Joseph’s arm. “Three… three seconds.” There was only one
thought in Bai Ye’s mind. He had thought that after he broke through to the
Royal level, he could still fight with Joseph once at the last moment of his life.
After all, when he escaped three years ago, he had a knot in his heart. This time,
he didn’t want to escape. However, he never expected that Joseph, who had
exerted all his strength, couldn’t even last more than three seconds. “You, have
you broken through to that level?” The next moment, Bai Ye raised his head with
great difficulty and looked at Joseph. Before he died, he asked the last question
in his heart. Was the peerless genius in front of him, who suddenly rose in the
Outer Region battlefield five years ago, breaking through to the legendary level?
Joseph shook his head. “Not yet. It’s very difficult. If you really want to say
something, I’ve just stepped in.” “Well, I got it. If even an expert like you found it
difficult, it must be very difficult. Even if I am still alive in this life, it will be hard
to live. But I believe that you can definitely succeed. Destroy my body.” said Bai
Ye. Joseph’s arm shook out a terrible force, and Bai Ye’s body was instantly
shattered. As Bai Ye’s body was crushed and completely disappeared from the
world, the sea water that had been lifted into the air around them fell down. In
the next moment, there was only the figure of Joseph, and there was no trace of
Bai Ye around. Only the sea water under Joseph that was dyed red was left. In
the distance, a group of sharks swam over after smelling the smell of blood.
Joseph released his momentum, and instantly, all the sharks within 100 meters in
the distance exploded, and the seawater became even redder. Then Joseph did



not move, but stood still for ten minutes and killed countless sharks. It was not
until the group of sharks felt frightened and retreated that Bai Ye’s blood
completely merged with the seawater that he left and walked to the sea in the
distance. It was impossible for an expert like Bai Ye, who had really been
recognized by Emperor Ye Ming, to be swallowed by those sharks, even if he died.
Therefore, Joseph guarded Bai Ye in another way for ten minutes and asked
several overlords in the sea to die with him. If Bai Ye could become a shark in the
next life, he would continue to be a king. Joseph walked to the sea. At this
moment, in the sea, on a warship from foreign land, next to the huge cannon, a
group of foreign experts holding binoculars saw the scene of the battle between
Joseph and Bai Ye just now, and their hearts were filled with endless fear. They
wanted to turn around and escape. But they couldn’t do it, because Joseph, the
peerless Titan who really dominated the Outer Region battlefield came. Ten
minutes later, Joseph stood alone on the giant cannon in front of the giant ship
that was returning to the Outer Region battlefield. Next, he would go to the
Outer Region battlefield for a trip, stay for a few days, and kill some people. He
did not know how many people he would kill this time. In short, he would kill until
they were afraid, until they did not dare to enter Frogua for the rest of their lives.
“In the Outer Region battlefield, I, Joseph, came back.” Standing at the cannon of
the giant ship, Joseph murmured while looking into the distance.
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In the evening, there was smoke everywhere on the Outer Region battlefield.
Under the setting sun, Joseph returned to this place after more than two months.
But this time, he, who had not fought for more than half a year, wanted to start a
massacre again. He killed some people who were afraid, and those who were
killed dared not send strong people to enter Frogua. Standing on the border of
the Outer Region battlefield, he smelled the air of the battlefield that was mixed
with the smell of blood and violence. There was a hint of complexity in Joseph’s
eyes. He murmured, “I originally wanted to return to Frogua and never stepped
into this area again. I didn’t expect that you wouldn’t give memore than two
months. In that case, let’s continue and see if you still dare to do so.” Just as
Joseph stepped into the Outer Region battlefield, a few minutes later, a tall
woman in black, with a black mask on half of her face, appeared behind Joseph.
She was tall, had long legs, and had short hair. She looked handsome and heroic.
Qian Mian in a black leather suit

lind Joseph. Seeing Joseph return again, Qian Mian was extremely excited. She
bowed to Joseph with extreme excitement. “Hello, Lord!” Joseph waved his hand
and made Qian Mian get up. He said, “Have you found out all the information I
want? How many secret strongholds does the other side have in the Outer
Region battlefield?” “Lord, there were more than 100 secret strongholds in the
alliance of Outer Region forces against Yin Chaoge, but I was incompetent. At
most, only 88 strongholds were found! The rest could not be found out.” Qian
Mian answered respectfully. Joseph nodded and said, “Well, 88 is enough. Have
you found the general location of the Royal level I asked you to investigate?”
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Qian Mian replied, “Yes, it’s in the Sky Breaking Valley. However, the security
there is also very tight. Our men can’t go in specifically. There are also three
Divine King level experts.” Joseph shook his head with deep eyes and said, “It’s
useless in front of me. By the way, where are Gloom and Combat? What are they
doing?” Qian Mian continued to answer, “Lord, Gloom King and Combat King are
now looking for trouble with Team 1 killers everywhere. Looking for Bai Ye’s
brother, Bai Hao.” Hearing this, Joseph couldn’t help frowning. He thought for a
moment and said, “Tell them that if they can’t do it, they will withdraw first. If
Team 1 dares to attack our brothers, then I will go to their place in person.” Qian
Man raised her eyes and asked Joseph, “Lord, Gloom King and Combat King, both
of them are Semi Titans, and they are in a joint state. If they go to find trouble
with Team 1, nothing should happen, right?” However, Joseph shook his head and
said, “You don’t understand. Bai Hao is the weakest in Team 1. There seems to be
more than one Titan level in the team.” “How is that possible? Lord, no one has
ever said that Team 1 is so strong in the Outer Region battlefield!” Qian Mian was
shocked. She had been monitoring the entire Outer Region battlefield, but it
seemed that she had never heard of a real Titan-level killer in Team 1. Joseph
nodded and said, “It’s true, so you must be careful in this territory, Qian Mian.
Don’t be arrogant and think that no one dares to provoke our Dragon Temple.
The name of our Dragon Temple is famous all the way from the mountains of
corpses and seas of blood. Don’t be arrogant. Our road is still far away, and we
haven’t reached the end.” Joseph frowned. Since half a year ago, he slaughtered
a Royal level master and seriously injured another one, the soldiers under his
command were a little arrogant. This mentality was very dangerous, especially on
the battlefield. Because half a year ago, the Ironclouds Organization was a living
example that was replaced by his own Dragon Temple. There were two Royal
level masters in the Ironclouds Organization. After saying that, Joseph took out
his mobile phone and dialed more than a dozen private numbers. When the
phone was connected, Joseph said in a low voice, “My two brothers are looking
for trouble with Bai Hao. Bai Hao is very strong, and his partner is not weak.
Therefore, there is a high chance that they will only fight, and there will be no
harm. And it is me who killed Bai Ye. If he wants revenge, he can come to me. But
if

Team 1 dare to kill my brothers, I will go to your place.” The person on the other
side of the phone fell silent for a moment, then said with a smile, “Haha, it’s just
an alliance of top killers in Team 1. We usually don’t have much interaction with
each other, and we won’t contact each other. But you, didn’t you go back to
Frogua?” “Then what are you doing here this time?” . Joseph said, “There is
someone who doesn’t allow me to stay in the Frogua peacefully. He has been
sending people to Frogua to resist my peace. Since this is what they want, I will
come to them.” “Hehe. What about the details? What do you want to do exactly?”
The voice of the man came from the other end of the phone.

Joseph also smiled and said, “Is it enough to let the Outer Region battlefield
have dozens of more smokes or kill a Royal level?”

The man on the other side was silent for a long time before he said, “You are
really a

ike it. I have been keeping the position of my partner for you in Team 1. When
you think of it, just tell me. There are some things in Team 1. You should know
something about it. I am waiting for you… Haha.” The man on the other side hung



up the phone after saying that. Qian Mian who was beside Joseph opened her
mouth widely. She had just heard some secrets from Joseph. This time she was
very sure that the secret expert in Team ljust now wanted her Lord to be his
partner. Since that person dared to say so, his strength would not be much
weaker than her Lord. Joseph put away the phone and said to Qian Mian beside
him, “Did you hear that? This land is very mysterious and there are many
powerful people here. You are only a Semi Divine King. Hurry up and try your
best to break through. Although the God of War is an elite here, there is still a big
gap. At least you have to be a Divine King in order to get in touch with something
deeper. Because when you are weak, you will see a lot of truths. But the truth
you think is not the truth.” . Qian Mian trembled violently. She lowered her head
and said seriously, “Yes, I got it.” “Well, let’s start now. My daughter is still
waiting for me in Frogua. I don’t want to stay here for too long this time. I still
have a lot of things to do… Let’s go and kill people.” Joseph walked forward
after he finished speaking. The reason why he let Qian Mian know some things
just now was that he would spend most of his time in Frogua in the future,
accompanying his wife and daughter. As for the Dragon Temple, it also had to
develop. And Qian Mian was the eye of the Dragon Temple, so her vision must be
wide. Staring at the back of Joseph in front of her, Qian Mian couldn’t help but
feel more complicated. In the past, they felt very safe and confident under the
protection of Joseph. But at this moment, she really understood that the Outer
Region battlefield had never been safe. The reason why they were all fine was
that they were protected by Joseph in front of them. “Lord, don’t worry. I will
work hard. I will also make our brothers work hard. Even if you are not here, we
brothers of the Dragon Temple will not let you down…” Standing behind Joseph,
she clenched her fists tightly and took a deep breath. She made a firm decision in
her heart. Then, she stepped forward and followed Joseph. Her Lord was going to
kill people, and she was his eye that helped him find out where the enemies
were. At the same time, at the western edge of the Outer Region battlefield, in
an ancient hall full of broken walls and ruins, several experts from Outer Region
were gathered here, some of whom were at the God of War level, and some were
at the Divine King level. They were the representatives of the foreign forces who
had planned to sneak into Frogua to kill Yin Chaoge two months ago At this
moment, their faces were all dark, and even their eyes were full of fear. At this
time, a yellow-haired Outer Region expert said in an extremely serious tone, “We
failed. The news has been sent out. Ghost Fox that we sent out is dead. The
members of the Team 2 we hired have all died. Even Bai Ye, the leader of Team 2,
has died in Frogua and has not escaped.” “How could it be possible? According to
the news, both Ghost Fox and Bai Ye were Semi Titan level. If they joined forces,
they would not die even if they encountered Sebastian from Frogua. Even if they
could not defeat him, they could escape…” Another expert at the peak of the
God of War said in horror. The people who entered Frogua to kill Yin Chaoge
were much stronger than him. There were even two Semi Titan level experts in
the Outer Region battlefield. For a moment, none of the people in the main hall
dared to believe it. This time, all of them had paid a huge price to send people to
Frogua to kill Yin Chaoge, but they still failed. Such a price was even a bit painful
for them. After all, there were not many Semi Titans in all sides, and all of them
were powerful figures. “Well, everyone, things have come to this point. The
death of two Semi Titans meant that there was a real Titan level in the Usmait of
Frogua. Everyone, I mean to give up. We can’t kill Yin Chaoge. Do you really dare
to send a Titan Level expert to kill her? Let me remind you, send a Titan level
expert to enter the border and assassinate the top geniuses of the other side,
and she is not the superiors of the military. This will cause a war! Everyone,
please think about it carefully!” At this time, a representative of an old Outer
Region force said in a serious tone. “Sigh, give up. I agree. There’s no need at this



point…” Another Outer Region power representative has made his stand. “After
the discussion, we also chose to give up.” “Hehe, our forces are weak. Even if we
want to send a Titan level to enter the border, we don’t have anyone. We give
up.” “So do we. We give up.” “Give up.” “Give up.” As time went by, the
representatives of the Outer Region forces all expressed their stand. No matter
how unwilling they were in their hearts, they had to give up. Because if they sent

ain and something happened, they could not bear the consequences. But at this
moment, Joseph and Qian Mian appeared at the entrance of the hall. Joseph said
in a cold voice, “Do you want to give up? But I don’t want to give up, so you all die.
If you die, you will give up completely.” As soon as Joseph finished speaking, all
the Outer Region representatives in the hall stood up in horror and looked at
Joseph with trembling minds. “Oh, my god. The Lord of the Dragon God Temple?”
A representative of an Outer Region force knew Joseph. At this moment, he
subconsciously blurted out with a pale face. Joseph smiled and said, “Yes, on this
day, I will come in person. I will send you to hell!”
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